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Introduction 

 The Biblical teaching of the rapture is an important teaching for every believer in Jesus 

Christ. It is the hope and encouragement of all believers that if we die, we will be raised at the 

rapture and meet Jesus. If we remain alive until the rapture, we who are alive will be “caught up” 

together to be with Him (1 Thess. 4:17). While the rapture of the Church is an important teaching 

for every believer, it is equally important to find it in the passages intentionally revealing this 

doctrine. Heeding this caution keeps an interpreter from being “caught up” in interpretations that 

conflict with the Biblical text and the author's intended meaning. There are three particular 

arguments presented in this paper. These arguments are commonly used to defend the rapture in 

the Olivet discourse. These three arguments will be presented and refuted, before providing a 

brief exposition of Matthew 24:36-44. 

 

II. Arguments for the Rapture in the Olivet Discourse 

The first argument builds its case on the way Jesus describes daily life during this time. 

He has been revealing up until this point, the time of unparalleled tribulation that will occur on 

the earth involving the Jewish people (Mt. 24:4-31). The tribulation is so severe and so perilous 

that Jesus reveals that “unless those days were shortened, no flesh would be saved” (Mt. 24:22).  

The argument makes its point by highlighting the unexpected normalcy that Jesus speaks of 

when discussing “that day and hour,” comparing it to the “days of Noah” (v. 37). The conclusion 

is that this cannot be discussing the tribulation period because such routine daily affairs would be 

highly unlikely when survival would be the primary concern.  

Those holding this view point out that the normalcy of life during the days of Noah went 

up to the very day that Noah entered the Ark. The thinking goes that since those in the days of 

Noah were unaware of the impending judgment they would continue in their normal routine of 
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life. This normalcy was brought to a sudden stop when the rain began to pour, and the fountains 

of the deep let loose. The tribulation, taught by Jesus before this text, does not appear to allow 

for the inhabitants to be unaware of judgment falling on them. Dr. John Hart points out that 

during that time the tribulation earth dwellers will cry out “Fall on us and hide us from the face 

of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of their wrath 

has come, and who can stand?” (Rev. 6:16–17).1 These individuals alive during the tribulation 

show their awareness of the events taking place before their eyes. Anything but the rapture 

would be an “apparent contradiction”2  

Dr. Andy Woods provides a solution to the alleged contradiction with his insight in 

interpreting parables. He says, “parables are designed to communicate one and only one point.”3 

This means the interpreter must be careful to not read too much into a parable that will lead their 

conclusion away from the single point the writer was making. Additionally, Pastor Jeremy 

Thomas points out “The expression “just like” [NASB] is emphatic, occurring as the first word 

in the verse. The word is ωσπερ, it is a comparative adverb. When combined with the adverb 

ουτως it means “in exactly the same way.”4 Therefore, to read the normalcy of life into the 

details results in misuse of parabolic interpretation. The identification of the single point the 

parable is illustrating connects to “But of that day and hour no one knows” (v. 36). The word 

parable is a compound Greek word that literally means “to throw alongside.”5 The significance 

of this point is that the parables utilized by Jesus must correlate to what He has been discussing. 

Therefore, “that day and hour” is the preface for the illustration Jesus uses concerning Noah’s 

                                                      
1 John F. Hart (Reason #4 The “Days of Noah” illustration) 
2 Ibid. 
3 Andy Woods (Pastor’s point of view Episode 75 “Who Is the One Taken?”) 
4 Jeremy Thomas “The Parable of the Fig Tree” (Mt. 24:32-41) 
5 Ibid. 
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day and has to do with the “coming of the Son of Man” (cf. v.27, 30). This correlation is further 

evidenced using the same comparison of verse 37. Jesus says “But as the days of Noah were, so 

also will the coming of the Son of Man be.” The single point “thrown alongside” the overall 

topic is: just as in the days of Noah, unbelievers should have known the flood was coming but 

were caught unaware and swept away in judgment so in the day of the Second Coming 

unbelievers should know He is coming but will be caught unaware and swept away in judgment.6 

The final issue with seeing the rapture in the Olivet Discourse zooms out to a broader 

view of the Doctrine of the Church. The Church was a mystery and not fully revealed until the 

Spirit revealed it to the apostles and prophets. (cf. Ephesians 3:5) The rapture is a key doctrine 

for the church, and to find it in the Olivet Discourse before the Church was even revealed smacks 

of rereading New Testament revelation back into Old Testament concepts. This type of rereading 

breaks an important principle of a literal, historical, and grammatical interpretation. 

The second argument commonly used for viewing the rapture in the Olivet Discourse has 

to do with the remarks of Jesus when He said: “no one knows.” This ignorance (it is argued) 

cannot be shared by those who will be living during the tribulation since many signs and 

wonders will show that His coming is near. Some commentators make this assertion on the 

grounds of Jesus’ words “When its branch has already become tender and puts forth leaves, 

YOU KNOW that summer is near” (v. 32 emphasis my own).7 

This view has a few mentionable evidences for its claim. The first evidence is the contrast 

in Matthew 24:4-31 with verse 36 in regards to signs and wonders. The weight of this evidence is 

that it speaks of a time without signs, and it is, therefore, said by Christ, “but of that day and hour 

no one knows” it must then be speaking of a different time than the second coming of Christ at 

                                                      
6 Ibid.  
7 John F. Hart (Reason #1 “Signs (vv. 4-31) versus No Signs (v. 36)”) 
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the end of the tribulation. The second evidence is the phrase “that day and hour” is similarly used 

by Paul in discussing the second coming in 1 Thessalonians 5. There, Paul says “But you, 

brethren are not in darkness, so that this Day should overtake you as a thief.” The two phrases 

are made to appear the same by those using this argument.8 The third evidence for this argument 

derives from the chronological timeline we get from Daniel’s prophecy in 9:27. The argument 

follows that once the Antichrist and Israel sign a treaty the rest of the timeline is known and 

spelled out. So if this was the second coming at the end of the tribulation it couldn’t accurately 

be said “no one knows.” 

There are a few issues to this argument. The first issue is it relies upon “day” and “hour” 

(v. 36) to be taken in a figurative sense. John Hart says as much when he claims that the word 

“hour” (hōra) can have the same use as it does in Rev. 3:10 when the Church is promised to be 

kept from the “hour” of testing.9 Now of course these words can be used in a figurative sense. 

However, for those adhering to a literal, historical, grammatical interpretation of Scripture they 

must first rule out the plain or literal sense. If we assumed the literal “day” and “hour” in this 

way, what Jesus would be communicating is that the specific day and the very hour of His 

coming is unknown. This makes sense of the apparent contradiction of the signs being present 

yet no one knowing His arrival. Another important observation is the fact that Jesus was 

responding to the disciples question in Mt. 24:3. They asked Jesus “when will these things be? 

And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?” later into Jesus’ discourse 

on the mount of Olives, He addresses the signs of His coming. But in light of the signs of His 

coming the exact day and hour is unknown to all even the Son. Therefore, people alive during 

the tribulation must keep on watch for His arrival. 

                                                      
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
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The third argument used to defend the rapture in the Olivet Discourse, can be called the 

“peri de” argument. The English word “but” (v. 36) is translated from the Greek word “peri de”. 

The Arguments strength comes from “peri de” being a “contrastive construction” and often used 

by the Apostle Paul.10 It is argued that Paul uses this contrastive construction to introduce a new 

subject. It is a transition piece that directs a discourse to its new subject. With this being a 

contrastive piece, it is shown by those seeing the rapture in the Olivet Discourse that it is 

permitted on the grounds of Jesus making a contrast and introducing the new subject.  

Though “peri de” is often used to point out a contrast especially by the Apostle Paul, the 

contrast introduced is related to the flowing topic.11 The major issue with those arguing that 

Jesus here changes the subject to the discussion of the rapture of the Church, is the reality that 

Jesus doesn’t go on to reveal the Church. The Church remained a mystery at this point. 

Therefore, the contrast Jesus is making isn’t from something revealed (the tribulation) to 

something unrevealed (the Church). The contrast is the recognizable signs of the coming of the 

Son of Man, with the unknowable specific hour of His arrival. Simplified, Jesus is saying the 

tribulation generation will know the Son of Man is coming, yet people will still be caught 

unaware, the same way those in the days of Noah were. 

 

III. The Exposition of Mt. 24:36-44 

After going through and showing what this passage is not saying, it only seems right to 

now follow through and show what Jesus was more likely communicating. The following is a 

brief exposition of the passage under question dealing with whether or not it teaches the rapture 

of the Church. 

                                                      
10 Arnold Fruchtenbaum “Lecture 5” 
11 Andy Woods (Pastor’s point of view Episode 75 “Who Is the One Taken?”) 
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The first step to understanding any passage is to deal with the context. Before even 

reading the passage, understanding the broad context is crucial. There are four contextual 

observations of the book of Matthew. The first is that it has a distinct Jewish tone and emphasis 

throughout the book. The second observation is the key emphasis of the kingdom of heaven/God 

(this writer views them essentially synonymously) throughout Matthews gospel (cf. Mt. 4:17, 

23). The third observation is the transition that takes place around Matthew chapter 12, when the 

religious leaders formally reject Jesus as the Messiah. This rejection causes the kingdom offer to 

be taken off of the table until a later time. The Olivet Discourse is the revelation of God’s 

eschatological plan for Israel in light of that generations rejection. The fourth observation is 

crucial. It is the reality that the Church though mentioned by the Lord in Mt. 16:18 is not in view 

for the Olivet Discourse.  

Following the broad context, the immediate context has some important insight as well. 

A rough breakdown of the Olivet Discourse is as follows: (Matthew 24:4-28) deal with the 7-

year tribulation revealed in Daniel chapter 9. In (Matthew 29-31) the coming of the Son of Man 

immediately following the tribulation is explained. Then finally the Lord illustrates His discourse 

with parables in (Matthew 24:32-25:30). 

Transitioning into the actual passage, the first observation we see is the “But” (peri de) 

contrastive construction. As mentioned earlier this marks a contrast in the passage using topic’s 

familiar to the overarching subject matter. It appears that the contrast is not knowing the day and 

hour (v. 36) contrasted with knowing the signs of His coming depicting His arrival as “near” (vv. 

32, 33). The next crucial observation is to note the phrase “as the days of Noah were, so also will 

the coming of the Son of Man be.” (v. 36). Jesus’ phrase is drawing a comparison from no one 

knowing the day or the hour to the events of the days of Noah. Specifically, the days “before the 
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flood” (v. 38). There are two significant comparisons that appear in (vv. 37-41). The first 

comparison is addressed in (vv. 37- 39). There are two activities listed in these verses comparing 

the second coming of Jesus with the flood of Noah’s day. Both of them are in verse 38. The first 

thing listed is “they were eating and drinking” and secondly “marrying and giving in marriage.” 

It is essential to remember, as previously stated, that the interpreter must not read into every 

detail of the parabolic language. But instead, parabolic language throws an illustration alongside 

the subject at hand. The details then support that single topic of the parable. The support of these 

listed comparisons to the parable is the simple reality that people during this time will be 

unaware of the impending danger they face. A way of simplifying the first part of this parable is 

that the signs were seen, but not heeded. The second comparison to the days of Noah is found in 

(vv. 39-41). Verse 40 says “two men will be in the field: one will be taken and the other left.” 

Verse 41 “Two women will be grinding at the mill: one will be taken and the other left.” This 

second comparison likens the second coming of Christ, to the days of Noah by showing that 

some are taken to judgment, and some are left to enter the new age. It is important to remember 

that in the events of the flood those “taken” were killed by the flood designated as God’s 

judgment on mankind. The ones that were “left” lived through the judgment and entered a new 

age. The new age that those “left” will enter into is the age of the Messianic kingdom. The last 

few verses of 42-44, cover the central concept of not merely knowing and recognizing the signs 

as those in Noah’s day did. But heeding the signs, and making necessary preparations in light of 

the return of the Christ to earth. 
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Conclusion: 

 There are other arguments defending the rapture in the Olivet discourse not mentioned in 

this paper. The ones chosen to appear in this work, are here because they seem to be the more 

convincing arguments. I think the most substantial reason to not see the rapture of the Church in 

the Olivet discourse, is because the Church is not in the tribulation that the discourse covers. Of 

course, this is explained away by those arguing for the rapture here, by saying it is a 

parenthetical overview, before continuing the chronological flow of the discourse.12 The issue 

with this, as well as the other arguments, is simply the fact that the Church would have been a 

foreign body not yet revealed. The original audience would not have any comprehension of the 

Church or the rapture. And if it is to be conceded that this text is a parenthetical overview of the 

rapture before the tribulation. It makes Matthew 24:36-44 a passage intended more for a future 

audience (us), rather than the ones hearing Jesus speak. This is to say that Jesus didn’t speak to 

be understood by His disciples. 

Another problem is it would show either that Matthew didn’t know what he was writing 

about since Paul revealed the mystery of the rapture after Matthew wrote his gospel. Or it shows 

that Paul was not the first to reveal the doctrine of the rapture, but instead Matthew was, here in 

the Olivet discourse. However, the rapture though a true and important teaching in Scripture, is 

not revealed in Matthew’s gospel and not seen in the Olivet discourse. 

 

  

                                                      
12 Arnold Fruchtenbaum “Lecture 5” (beginning at the 01:23:58 mark) 
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